
Dear Maple Families, 

 We made it through the second week of school! Whoo hoo! This week we 
talked about and explored National Dot Day, went on our first community walk 
around the Market Place, had music class with Teacher Dani and went on our 
first walk to the meadow. What a big week. 

During circle time on Tuesday morning, Teacher Lisa wore 
her polka dot dress and we talked about all the objects in our 
classroom that have a dot. So many dots to look at and discover! 
We then used our dot markers and made our own dot art, which 
was such a blast. Flora used the purple dot market for her 
painting which had several dots all over the page, which she said 
“dots”. In Porters’ painting he used green to put his dots around a 
spiral and said “mine has green eyes”.  All of our friends seemed 
to really enjoy making their own version of what dots looked like 
for them.  

Then on 
Wednesday we had 
music, and all of our friends were 
enjoying themselves. We sat on 
the steps outside of the play yard 
and sang and danced along with 
Teacher Dani. We used our 
shakers, made some “banana 
soup” and sang the goodbye song 
in English, Spanish and Sign 
Language. We also noticed how 
many of our friends loved to 
dance! We gave each other 
plenty of room to dance, shake 
and get our wiggles. Safe to say 

we all had a blast.  

After dance on Wednesday we went on a walk to Market Place, and 
along the way to waved hello to all of our neighbors, who said hello back.  
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Then we saw the dragon in the clock tower which we thoroughly enjoyed, 
especially our new friends and Teacher Rachel. After the dragon we had a story 
time on the bench out front of Book Passage. Then, we kept walking and came 
across some huge rocks in front of Any Mountain and spent some time using our 
bodies to jump off. We were jumping, skipping, hoping, singing, and taking turns.  
Such a fun time walking around and getting some fresh air. It was great to see 
how much the children loved to jump off the rocks, and make their own 
imagination with their friends. For example, Naomi and Evie climbed to the top 
of the rock and stood together signing a frozen song and jumped off. Teddy 
had a blast jumping around to see how far and tall he could go.  

On Friday we went and explored the meadow. Turns out we are all pretty 
fast walkers, so we were able to get to the meadow with plenty of time to play 
and have snack. We climbed trees, played and walked around with large sticks, 
played tag and loved chasing after Teacher Rachel, and did some nature pees. 
On the walk back, we stood on the bridge and looked for fish in the creek. 
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Overall, we had an amazing week and look forward to seeing everyone on 
Monday.  

Enjoy this beautiful weather!  

Love, Teacher Rachel  
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